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Target: conceptual design report (CDR) ready for the next
Strategy Group assessment (~2018)

•

Goal of this effort: Conceptual design report (CDR) and first
cost estimate ready for the next Strategy Group assessment
(~2018)

•

Likely next step: Commission a full technical design report
(TDR), ready for the following Strategy Group assessment
(~2024)

•

Plausible next step at 2024 Strategy Review: Review TDR and
updated cost estimate, in view of LHC14@300fb–1 results and
more. Recommend CERN Council to approve, abort, or
postpone.
==> we have ~10 years to articulate the physics case, focusing
on the physics discussion and on the study of LHC results

Parallel activities in the world

The landscape at the TeV scale
What’s hiding behind/beyond the TeV scale ?
A few crucial questions specific to the TeV scale demand an
answer and require exploration:

•
•
•
•

Hierarchy problem/Naturalness
where is everybody else beyond the Higgs ?

‣

EW dynamics above the symmetry breaking scale
weakly interacting? strongly interacting ? other interactions, players ?

‣

Dark matter
is TeV-scale dynamics (WIMPs) at the origin of Dark Matter ?

‣

Cosmological EW phase transition
is it responsible for baryogenesis ?

‣

Remarks

•

Despite the relevance of these questions, and the conviction
that they will find an answer, there is no guarantee that
such answer will come soon.

•

There is no absolute no-lose theorem in sight, pointing with
absolute certainty to a given experimental facility

•

The planning of future facilities may need to be driven by
the exploratory spirit that characterized the golden age of
particle physics.

•

But the directions are clear:

•

higher energy (push the search for “everyone else”)

•

higher-precision studies (of Higgs sector, of EW
interactions)

pp at 100 TeV opens three windows:
➥ Access to new particles in the few→30 TeV
mass range, beyond LHC reach
➥ Immense/much-increased rates for
phenomena in the sub-TeV mass range
increased precision w.r.t. LHC and possibly ILC
➥ Access to very rare processes in the sub-TeV
mass range
search for stealth phenomena, invisible at the LHC

Each of these windows requires dedicated physics studies, and
poses different challenges to the detector design:

•
•

High-mass exploration:
reach estimates
scaled-up LHC detectors: contain multi-10 TeV jets (deeper calorimetry),
measure multi-TeV muons (higher B-fields, larger radii)
Higher rates for TeV-scale processes, precision physics:
vastly increased trigger bands, HLT intelligence and processing power, readout and storage technology and strategies
calorimeter granularity, ability to reconstruct and tag the nature of “jet
objects”
improved theoretical control and systematics
Rare and stealthy processes:
trigger sophistication, lower thresholds, low-pT reconstruction
pileup mitigation
hermetic coverage, including tracking
greater control of SM backgrounds, data-driven and theory-driven

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• Bottom line:
• keep a VERY open mind for detector design, envisage different detectors
optimized to deal with high-mass and with (sub)-TeV physics

Physics topics list
FHC.1.1 Exploration of EW Symmetry Breaking (EWSB)
FHC.1.1.1 High-mass WW scattering, high mass HH production
FHC.1.1.2 Rare Higgs production/decays and precision studies of Higgs properties
FHC.1.1.3 Additional BSM Higgs bosons: discovery reach and precision physics programme
FHC.1.1.4 New handles on the study of non-SM EWSB dynamics (e.g. dynamical EWSB and
composite H, etc)
FHC.1.2 Exploration of BSM phenomena
FHC.1.2.1 discovery reach for various scenarios (SUSY, new gauge interactions, new quark and
leptons, compositeness, etc.)
FHC.1.2.2 Theoretical implications of discovery/non-discovery of various BSM scenarios,
e.g. address questions such as:

• FHC.1.2.2.1 what remains of Supersymmetry if nothing is seen at the scales accessible at
100 TeV?

• FHC.1.2.2.2 which new opportunities open up at 100 TeV for the detection and study of dark
matter?

• FHC.1.2.2.3 which new BSM frameworks, which are totally outside of the HL-LHC reach,
become accessible/worth-discussing at 100 TeV ?

FHC.1.3 Continued exploration of SM particles
FHC.1.3.1 Physics of the top quark (rare decays, FCNC, anomalous couplings, ...)
FHC.1.3.2 Physics of the bottom quark (rare decays, CPV, ...)
FHC.1.3.2 Physics of the tau lepton (e.g. tau -> 3 mu, tau -> mu gamma and other LFV
decays)
FHC.1.3.2 W/Z physics
FHC.1.3.3 QCD dynamics
FHC.1.4 Opportunities other than pp physics:
FHC.1.4.1 Heavy Ion Collisions
FHC.1.4.2 Fixed target experiments:
FHC.1.4.2.1 "Intensity frontier": kaon physics, mu2e conversions, beam dump experiments
and searches for heavy photons, heavy neutrals, and other exotica...
FHC.1.4.2.2 Heavy Ion beams for fixed-target experiments
FHC.1.5 Theoretical tools for the study of 100 TeV collisions
FHC.1.5.1 PDFs
FHC.1.5.2 MC generators
FHC.1.5.3 N^nLO calculations
FHC.1.5.4 EW corrections

Global aspects of 100 TeV pp collisions

E
P.Skands

•

See e.g. Report of the Snowmass 2013 energy frontier
QCD working group, http://arxiv.org/abs/1310.5189v1

Inclusive jets

σ(pT>pTmin) pb

σ(pT>pTmin) pb
√S=100TeV

√S=100TeV

1 event/100fb–1
Inclusive t-tbar production

σ [ pT(top) > pT

min

] (pb)

σ [ M(t-tbar) > Mmin ] (pb)
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Projecting the discovery reach
http://cern.ch/collider-reach, Salam, & Weiler

Rule of thumb: at fixed Luminosity, discovery reach scales like 2/3 Ebeam
=> x 5 from 14 to 100 TeV

Without a guarantee that any particular new phenomenon will manifest itself,
the exploration of the discovery potential must be accompanied by a more
focused understanding of what are the qualitative changes made possible by the
access to the 100 TeV region. Address obvious questions such as:

•
•

if we haven't seen something by 14 TeV, why should it show up by 100 TeV?

•

what are the new rare processes that become interesting to explore with
the increased statistics possible at 100 TeV?

•

are there BSM scenarios for which one can formulate “sort of” no-lose
theorems at 100 TeV ?

•

For phenomena that could already be probed at the LHC, which new
observables and states that may open up for exploration at 100 TeV?

•

How do these interplay with other probes that could be available 30 years
from now (e.g. from the cosmos, from an e+e– collider, etc)?

•

...

what are the origins and the motivations of mass scales in the range beyond
the LHC, but within the reach of 100 TeV?

Few examples of ongoing studies,
ideas, possible tasks, etc.

Higgs

Higgs physics
NLO rates

R(E) = σ(E TeV)/σ(14 TeV)

In several cases, the gains in terms of “useful” rate are much bigger.
E.g. when we are interested in the large-invariant mass behaviour of the
final states:
σ(ttH, pTtop> 500 GeV) R(100) = 250
Task: explore new opportunities for measurements, to reduce
systematics with independent/complementary kinematics, backgrounds,
etc.etc.

Examples: how much can we reduce jet veto systematics by “measuring” jet
rates/vetoes in “clean” channels like H→ZZ* / γγ ?

Rare H production modes

HH
HHjj

P.Torrielli, MadGraph5-aMC@NLO

1000 fb
HHtt 100 fb

Which opportunities for new
measurements and probes of Higgs
properties are made possible by
these new channels ?

Example: Top Yukawa coupling to sub-% precision ?

At 14 TeV σ(ttH) = 0.6113 pb [ +5.9%-9.3 ] Scale ± 8.9% PDF+αS
At 100 TeV σ(ttH) = 37.9 pb ~ 60 x σ(14 TeV)

Higgs XS WG, arXiv:1101.0593
and twiki page

Note: assume no invisible Higgs decay contributing to the Higgs width

CMS Scenario 2: same systematics as 2012 (TH and EXP)
CMS Scenario 1: half the TH syst, and scale with 1/sqrt(L) the EXP syst
ATLAS Scenario 2: same TH systematics as 2012, EXP syst driven by stats scaled accordingly
ATLAS Scenario 1: same as 2, but TH syst →0
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To the extent that the qqbar → tt Z/H contributions are subdominant:
- Identical production dynamics:
o correlated QCD corrections, correlated scale dependence
o correlated αS systematics
- mZ~mH

almost identical kinematic boundaries:

o correlated PDF systematics
o correlated mtop systematics

For a given ytop, we expect σ(ttH)/σ(ttZ)
to be predicted with great precision

NLO scale dependence:

data from R.Frederix

Scan μR and μF independently, at μR,F = [0.5, 1, 2] μ0 , with μ0 = mH+2mt
δσ(ttH)

δσ(ttZ)

σ(ttH)/σ(ttZ)

δ[σ(ttH)/σ(ttZ)]

14 TeV

± 9.8%

± 12.3%

0.608

±2.6%

100 TeV

± 9.6%

± 10.8%

0.589

±1.2%

PDF dependence (CTEQ6.6. only)

data from R.Frederix

δσ(ttH)

δσ(ttZ)

δ[σ(ttH)/σ(ttZ)]

14 TeV

± 4.8%

± 5.3%

±0.75%

100 TeV

± 2.7%

± 2.3%

±0.48%

NB Uncertainty bands for x symmetrized around (xmin+xmax)/2

Additional Higgs bosons
commonly present in most SM extensions. E.g. at least 2 H doublets
is mandatory in SUSY
implications for flavour, CPV, EW baryogenesis, ...

Difficult scenarios for searches at LHC:
- suppressed couplings to W/Z
- large masses

Problems addressed at 100 TeV
thanks to higher rates, higher
M reach

E.g. 2HDM in SUSY

Fine tuning and naturalness: (N.Craig, BSM@100 Wshop)

Extra H can be heavy, well above LHC
reach, but cannot be arbitrarily heavy

Example: associated H± t b production

(N.Craig, BSM@100 Wshop)

Generic features of very heavy H production/decay

Decoupling from W/Z
- “narrow”, since Γ∝ mH (cfr Γ∝ mH3 when decaying to W/Z)
- H/A →hh, tt dominate (boosted regime)

Interesting questions
will there be no-lose scenarios ? E.g. for
o MSSM 2HDM
o 2HDM EW baryogenesis
o ...
how will, in these scenarios, naturalness constraints from the
stop/gluino sectors compare to those from the Higgs sector?

Studies of such questions and of
discovery reach just starting.
28

EW interactions at
high energy

Exploration of EW interactions at high energy via
Multi-gauge boson production
At 100 TeV:
WW

σ=770 pb

WWW

σ=2 pb

WWZ

σ=1.6 pb

WWWW

σ=15 fb

WWWZ

σ=20 fb

(no BR included)

....

Tasks:
o determine experimental accept/eff’s: how high can we go in multiplicity?
o what can we learn on EW interactions at high energy from these studies?
o which variables/correlations to consider?
o can we use dijet decays at high pt(W) ?

~ 10% probability of W emission from
high-energy quark jets

Christiansen

EWSB probes: high mass WW/HH in VBF

SM rates at 100 TeV

dσ/dM(WW) (pb/200 GeV)
(pTfwd jet > 50 GeV)

dσ/dM(HH) (pb/200 GeV)
(pTfwd jet > 50 GeV)

mHH

100 fb with M(WW) > ~3 TeV

1 fb with M(HH) > ~2 TeV

ILC

CLIC 3 TeV

Contino, O. Bondu, A. Massironi and J. Rojo

pp 100 TeV

WIMP DM search
Can a 100 TeV collider detect or rule out
WIMP scenarios for DM ?

DM overclosure upper limits:
MWIMP < 1.8 TeV (g2/0.3)
wino: m≲3 TeV
higgsino: m≲1.1 TeV

In anomaly-mediated SUSY or
split SUSY
mgluino ≲ 10 TeV

L.T. Wang, (see also P.Schwaller and T.Cohen) BSM@100 TeV Workshop

Coverage of pMSSM parameter
space using DM constraints and
direct searches at 14 and 100 TeV
Arbey, Battaglia, Mahmoudi

Fraction of pMSSM points
that can be excluded at
LHC-14 and 100 TeV:

Fraction of pMSSM
points allowed by
DM over-closure
constraints

Snowmass 2013 study

T.Cohen, BSM@100 TeV Workshop,
http://indico.cern.ch/event/284800/

Production and study of
SM particles and
processes

Improving knowledge of SM interactions contributes
to improving sensitivity to BSM searches

The continued exploration of the properties of
SM interactions, both in the EW and QCD
sector, remains a goal of any future facility, and
provides benchmarks for the performance and
optimization of the experiments

Example: FCC-ee

J.Ellis

http://CERN.CH/tlep
TLEP/FCC-ee Physics Report: http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1308.6176

Example: FCC-eh

M.Klein

http://CERN.CH/lhec
LHeC Physics Report: http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1206.2913

10 ab–1 at 100 TeV imply:

1010

Higgs bosons =>

104

precision measurements

x today

rare decays, FCNC probes

1012 top quarks => 5 104 x today

(H→eμ, t→cV (V=Z,g, γ), t→cH, ....)
CP violation

=>1012 W bosons from top decays
=>1012 b hadrons from top decays (particle/antiparticle tagged)
=>1011 t → W → taus

rare decays τ→3μ, μγ, CPV

=> few x1011 t → W → charm hadrons

rare decays D→μ+μ–, ..., CPV

The possibility of detectors dedicated to final states in
the 0.1 - 1 TeV region deserves very serious thinking:
focus on Higgs, DM and weakly interacting new particles, top, W

W decays
o W mass ??
o SM rare decays -- Examples:

W±→π± γ
W±→Ds± γ

Melia

BRSM ~ 10–9, CDF≤ 6.4 x 10–5
BRSM ~ 10–9, CDF≤ 1.2 x 10–2

What is the theoretical interest in measuring these rates? What else ?
o SM inclusive decays -- Examples:
R = BRhad / BRlept : what do we learn ? Achievable precision
for CKM, αS , ... ?
o BSM decays -- Are there interesting channels to consider?
-- Example

Inclusive t-tbar production: distributions

σ [ pT(top) > pTmin ] (pb)

σ [ M(t-tbar) > Mmin ] (pb)

Tasks:
o explore tagging of multi-TeV tops
o study mass resolution for resonance searches, define search potential
(σBSM vs MBSM)
o explore opportunities for top coupling studies at large Q

Example: what can we learn from
104 pp → W* → top+ bottom with M(tb) > 7 TeV ?

Probing top couplings
JA Aguilar-Saavedra

Projected sensitivity reach:
ILC
FCC-ee
FCC-hh

Top decays and interactions
Rare decays: t →W Z b, ...
FCNC probes: t→cV (V=Z,g, γ), t→cH
CP violation: spin/momentum correlations of decay products, ...
BSM@100:
Zupan (FCNC top int’s)
Kamenik (CPV top int’s)

Top as a tool for BSM searches

Tasks:
o quantitative exploration of measurement potential (statistics,
systematics, dedicated detector/trigger requirements)

Top PDFs

J.Rojo

t

FCC 100 TeV, MG5_aMC, NNPDF2.3
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Top “polarimetry” with ttW, and Tevatron’s AFB
gg→W ttbar is clearly forbidden

I. Tsinikos

presence of W singles out (polarized) q-qbar initial state

Impact of axigluon models
compatible with Tevatron AFB

Expected statistical sensitivity

* Off-shell W/Z production above 10 TeV DY mass. E.g.
- measure the running of EW couplings, sensitive to new
weakly-interacting particles, possibly hidden from direct
discovery ( Rudermann at BSM@100 TeV wshop, Galloway at SLAC)
-104 pp → W* → top+ bottom with M(tb) > 7 TeV
* QCD jets up to 25-30 TeV

running of αS , ...

* SM violation of B+L via EW anomaly (not viable below 30 TeV)
(

Khoze and Ringwald at BSM@100 TeV wshop)

* Growth of heavy flavour densities inside proton (c, b and ultimately
top) new opportunities for studies within and beyond the SM (
Perez at BSM@100 TeV wshop)

* .........

Plenty of room for new ideas

Other topics

•

The FCC will redefine the scope and role of CERN as a laboratory.
The scale of the project may require not just international
participation, beyond the CERN member states, but also
engagement of other science communities (low-energy nuclear
physics, light sources, medical sciences, applied accelerator physics,
advanced technology, ...)

•

While the above has not entered our radars as yet, the least we can
envisage today is maintaining at the FCC a rich and diverse HEP
programme, fully exploiting the injector chain (fixed target
experiments) and the beam options (heavy ions). The FCC study is
mandated to explore these opportunities as well, and assess their
impact on the whole project.

Ions at the FCC
• A discussion group on “Ions at the FCC” started: coordinated by A. Dainese, S.
Masciocchi, U. Wiedemann
- sub-group of “FHC Physics, Experiments, Detectors”
• Three meetings up to now, Dec 16-17, Jan 29, April 10
- https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=288576
- https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=290413
- http://indico.cern.ch/event/309010/
• Participation from CERN accelerator team, theory, ALICE, ATLAS, CMS
• Goal: explore opportunities with heavy ions at the FCC

- Saturation (contacts: N. Armesto, M. van Leeuwen)
- Soft physics (contact: U. Wiedemann)
- Hard probes (contacts: A. Dainese, C. Roland, C. Salgado)
- UPC (contact: D. d’Enterria)

Quark-Gluon Plasma studies at FCC
t @fmêcD

(S. Flörchinger)
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Properties of QGP:
size
uQGP volume increases strongly
uQGP lifetime increases
uCollective phenomena enhanced (better tests of QGP transport)
uInitial temperature higher
uEquilibration times reduced
FCC Kickoff WS, Geneva, 14.02.14

Andrea Dainese

2

Quark-Gluon Plasma studies at FCC
Questions to be addressed in future studies include:
uLarger

number of degrees of freedom in QGP at FCC
energy?
à g+u+d+s+charm ?
Higher uChanges in the quarkonium spectra? does Y(1S)
Temp. melt at FCC?
uHow do studies of collective flow profit from higher
multiplicity and stronger expansion? More stringent
constraints on transport properties such as shear
viscosity or other properties not accessible at the LHC
Higher uHard probes are sensitive to medium properties. At
energy FCC, longer in-medium path length and new, rarer
probes become accessible. How can both features be
exploited?
FCC Kickoff WS, Geneva, 14.02.14

Andrea Dainese

3

FCC-hh physics activities documented on:
o http://indico.cern.ch/categoryDisplay.py?categId=5258
o https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCPhysics/FutureHadroncollider
Mailing list exists (see e.g. header of any of the mtgs in the
Indico category above) => register to be kept uptodate
So far:

• 7 preparatory mtgs of the pp WG
• Mtg on EM calorimeters
• Task force on “Software platform for FCC studies (hh/ee/eh)”
• “BSM opportunities at 100 TeV” Workshop:
http://indico.cern.ch/event/284800/

This week: 100 TeV physics workshop, May 26-28
http://indico.cern.ch/event/304759/
PLAN: prepare a report documenting the physics opportunities at 100 TeV, on
the time scale of end-2015, ideally in cooperation with efforts in other regions

https://indico.cern.ch/event/298180/contribution/0/material/0/0.pdf

•

•

Final Remarks
Our field has other open puzzles, associated e.g. to

•
•
•
•
•
•

neutrinos
flavour
axion
inflation
accelerated cosmological expansion
...

These puzzles hint at scales that are typically much larger
than O(TeV), even as large as the GUT scale

•

The complete understanding of TeV-scale physics is
necessary to put in perspective and properly interpret the
information about those high scales that may come from
indirect probes (neutrinos, μ→eγ, p-decay, coupling
unification, ...)

•

A 100 TeV pp collider provides both the immense discovery
potential and the rich programme of measurements that
are needed to fully and conclusively explore the TeV scale

Proposed physics topics to be used in the study of
synergy/complementarity among experiments at FCC-hh/ee/eh
List-v1.1 (John, Christophe, Alain)14-05-2014
-- Higgs physics:
precision studies
higher-dimensional operators, composite Higgs
rare and exotic decays
multiple Higgs production
extra Higgs bosons
-- Interface with cosmology:
dark matter
baryogenesis
right-handed/(almost) sterile neutrinos
-- New physics related to EWSB:
WW scattering
supersymmetry
extra dimensions
composite models
-- Rare flavour-changing processes:
Rare H decays
Rare Z decays
lepton-flavour violation
-- Extensions of the SM:
extra vector-like fermions
SU(2)Rmodels
leptoquarks
-- QCD:
Perturbation theory
Modelling final states

